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Dyson turned this viral Apple Vision Pro vacuuming concept into a feature, and it's coming soon




Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Dyson has announced CleanTrace, an AR app and vacuum clip that turns cleaning your home into a game.
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Apple TV+'s first trailer for new Scarlett Johansson and Channing Tatum flick "Fly Me to The Moon" drops




Connor Jewiss 

published 8 April 24




Apple drops the first trailer for its upcoming movie "Fly Me to The Moon" starring Scarlett Johansson and Channing Tatum on Apple TV+.
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Apple Vision Pro developers complain that Apple's privacy rules are harming app development




Connor Jewiss 

published 8 April 24




Some developers for the Apple Vision Pro have complained that Apple's strict privacy rules around accessing the headset's camera are hurting app development.
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iPhones set to get Delta game emulator as Apple approves app for third-party app store distribution




Connor Jewiss 

published 8 April 24




The Delta game emulator has been approved by Apple for distribution via third-party app stores, so will be heading to iPhones soon.
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Spotify extends AI lead over Apple Music with AI playlists feature




Lloyd Coombes 

published 8 April 24




Spotify is rolling out a new chatbot-based AI playlists option in the UK and Australia.
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This habit tracking iPhone app helps you build better routines




Becca Caddy 

published 8 April 24



App of the day
Designed for ADHDers, the Me+ Daily Routine Planner app for the iPhone will help you stick to new habits.
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Apple hasn't forgotten about the iPad Mini after all as insider reports that a new model is in development
Don't expect big changes, though.
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How to capture today's solar eclipse with your iPhone
Total eclipse of the heart.
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The long-awaited iPad event may have a date, but it's not all good news
Those OLED screens won't come cheap.
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Apple Watch mastermind could take iPhone’s AI to the next level
Apple's Kevin Lynch shifts to new project.
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Every new feature coming to Apple's OLED iPad Pro and iPad Air 6
What to expect from Apple's new iPad and more in... The Core.



The Core
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Ex-Apple Music exec and Nine Inch Nails star Trent Reznor slams streaming services, claims they "make being an artist unsustainable.”
He thinks streaming is killing art.
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Four new iPad mini 7 features Apple's next tiny tablet needs — and one crippling issue it must fix



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 8 April 24




Apple's iPad mini 7 could debut later this year, but what does it need to be a success?
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Apple iPad Air 6: Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

last updated 8 April 24




It's inevitable that the iPad Air lineup will get a refreshed model and here's what we've been hearing so far.
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Apple Pencil 3: Everything you need to know



By

Gerald Lynch 

last updated 8 April 24




We're well overdue an update to Apple's stylus devices, but what could be in store for artists with an Apple Pencil 3?
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M3 iPad Pro OLED (2024): Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

last updated 8 April 24




The next iPad Pro refresh is set to bring new chips and fancier displays in 2024.
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Documents reveal exactly how much iPhone-hacking tool GrayKey costs law enforcement, including subscription costs — company boasts "Turbo Brute Force" feature for iOS that can access locked iPhones



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Documents shared by Fairfield Township show how much the police department is paying for its new GrayKey iPhone-hacking devices.
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Documents reveal exactly how much iPhone-hacking tool GrayKey costs law enforcement, including subscription costs — company boasts "Turbo Brute Force" feature for iOS that can access locked iPhones



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Documents shared by Fairfield Township show how much the police department is paying for its new GrayKey iPhone-hacking devices.
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Apple unveils significant change to the way EU iPhone users can pay for Spotify — but it still wants that 27% cut



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Apple has updated its App Store rules to allow Spotify and other music streamers to provide links to their own website for new payment options.
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iPhone chipmaker TSMC given $11.6 billion in grants and loans as Biden administration incentivizes US investment



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Apple chipmaker TSMC has been given $11.6 billion in grants and loans to help it build factories in Arizona.
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Google's Find My Device network will debut soon as Apple readies iPhone antistalking support



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 5 April 24




Google's Find My Device network is ready to go online as Apple prepares support in iOS 17.5.
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Sick of iOS 17's silly Messages app menu? Here's how you can send photos on iPhone with just one tap again



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 5 April 24



Quick Tips
This iPhone trick lets you skip iOS 17's most annoying design change and send photos on your iPhone with just one tap again.
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iPhone 16 production is reportedly facing problems due to the new ultra-thin bezel design



By

Connor Jewiss 

published 4 April 24




A report suggests that the iPhone 16 production is hitting a snag as manufacturers struggle with the device's new ultra-thin bezel design.
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Four new iPad mini 7 features Apple's next tiny tablet needs — and one crippling issue it must fix



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 8 April 24




Apple's iPad mini 7 could debut later this year, but what does it need to be a success?
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Apple iPad Air 6: Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

last updated 8 April 24




It's inevitable that the iPad Air lineup will get a refreshed model and here's what we've been hearing so far.
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Apple Pencil 3: Everything you need to know



By

Gerald Lynch 

last updated 8 April 24




We're well overdue an update to Apple's stylus devices, but what could be in store for artists with an Apple Pencil 3?
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M3 iPad Pro OLED (2024): Release date rumors, news, and more



By

Oliver Haslam 

last updated 8 April 24




The next iPad Pro refresh is set to bring new chips and fancier displays in 2024.
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iPad mini 7 (2024): Everything you need to know



By

Tammy Rogers 

last updated 8 April 24




The iPad mini could be coming this year. Here's what you need to know about the new smallest iPad.
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Two more new iPads leaked ahead of fabled OLED iPad Pro, iPad Air launch



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 5 April 24




Another two new iPads have been spotted in a regulatory database ahead of the anticipated launch of a new iPad Pro and iPad Air.
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Gerald Lynch

Editor in Chief | iPhone 15 Pro | M2 MacBook Air | M2 iPad Pro |
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John-Anthony Disotto

How To Editor | iPhone 15 Pro Max | M2 iPad Pro | M2 Mac Mini |
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Tammy Rogers

Senior Staff Writer | iPhone 15 Pro Max | Apple Watch Ultra 2 | M1 Pro MacBook Pro | AirPods Max |
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Daryl Baxter

Features Editor | iPhone 15 Pro Max | Apple Watch Ultra | M1 Pro MacBook Pro | AirPods Pro 2 |
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Staff Writer | iPhone 15 Pro Max | M1 MacBook Air | Apple Watch Series 7 |
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Sick of dealing with your Mac’s unwieldy trash? Here’s how to manage deleted files like a pro



By

Alex Blake 

published 8 April 24




There are a ton of hidden methods for managing your trash in macOS. Here are all the best tips and tricks.






Apple Macos
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Samsung's new all-in-one Pro desktop PC looks an awful lot like an iMac



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 8 April 24




Samsung is launching a new all-in-one desktop — and it looks a lot like Apple's iMac.
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Logitech MX Brio webcam review: High performance comes at a price



By

Christian Guyton 

published 3 April 24




The Logitech MX Brio is a potent webcam with great image quality, strong build, and excellent software, but it's also very expensive.
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HP 960 4K Streaming Webcam review: Software messes with a perfectly good webcam



By

Christian Guyton 

published 3 April 24




The HP 960 4K streaming webcam is an almost perfect webcam, but one key feature lets it down.
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HP 325 FHD Webcam review: The perfect webcam for users on a budget



By

Christian Guyton 

published 3 April 24




The HP 325 FHD webcam is a superb option for users on a budget.
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The BenQ ideaCam S1 Pro is completely unique thanks to its secret weapon — a detachable camera for show-and-tell



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 2 April 24




The BenQ ideaCam S1 is a Mac webcam with show-and-tell videoconferencing in mind, but is it any good?
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How to use Smartgym — Apple's best gym-based workout app



By

Matt Evans 

published 8 April 24




The Apple Watch App of the Year, Smartgym is great for gym-based exercises.
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Best heart rate monitors for Apple Fitness Plus: Top HR monitors to track your heart



By

Michael Sawh 

last updated 5 April 24




A good heart rate monitor can make a big difference when you're doing exercise — here are the best around for Apple Fitness Plus.
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Here’s the AI-fuelled fitness future I want from Apple Watch Series 10 and watchOS 11



By

Lloyd Coombes 

published 5 April 24




I want Apple's new AI tech to power me to new PBs with my Apple Watch.
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Upgrade time — watchOS 11 will ditch support for the Apple Watch Series 4, report claims



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 3 April 24




The Apple Watch Series 4 isn't going to be supported by the upcoming watchOS 11 update according to a new report.
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A future Apple Watch could call for help if it detects someone might be drowining



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 2 April 24




A new patent shows an Apple Watch feature that could detect when someone is drowning and then call for help.
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How to use Smartgym — Apple's best gym-based workout app



By

Matt Evans 

published 8 April 24




The Apple Watch App of the Year, Smartgym is great for gym-based exercises.






Apple Watch
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Sick of dealing with your Mac’s unwieldy trash? Here’s how to manage deleted files like a pro



By

Alex Blake 

published 8 April 24




There are a ton of hidden methods for managing your trash in macOS. Here are all the best tips and tricks.
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Complete guide to Vision Pro streaming: When to use Apple TV, Safari, and apps 



By

Brady Snyder 

published 5 April 24




Streaming services are a mess on visionOS at launch, but you can fix that by knowing when to use which apps.
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This Safari extension helps fix my Reddit experience now that Apollo is gone



By

Alex Blake 

published 5 April 24




Sink It for Reddit nixes a bunch of annoying Reddit features and brings in some excellent ones of its own.
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Sick of iOS 17's silly Messages app menu? Here's how you can send photos on iPhone with just one tap again



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 5 April 24



Quick Tips
This iPhone trick lets you skip iOS 17's most annoying design change and send photos on your iPhone with just one tap again.
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How to create a Persona on Apple Vision Pro



By

Brady Snyder 

published 4 April 24




Want to use Persona and EyeSight on Apple Vision Pro? This guide will walk you through the process and tell you everything you need to know before getting the perfect capture.
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Apple Vision Pro could bring back the heyday of couch co-op games 



By

James Bentley 

published 5 April 24




Apple Vision Pro could have set itself up to be a surprisingly viable gaming accessory in the future, if recent developments are anything to go by.
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Play any Game Boy cartridge on your Mac with this awesome gadget



By

John-Anthony Disotto 

published 2 April 24




Play Game Boy cartridges on Mac with the Epilogue GB Operator.
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TCL NXTWEAR S review: Fun and futuristic, but not without drawbacks



By

Stephen Warwick 

published 23 March 24




The TCL NXTWEAR S are plug-and-play USB-C smart glasses for iPhone, but are they any good?
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Call of Duty: Warzone Mobile’s iPhone-exclusive graphical options signify a console approach to the mobile gaming market



By

James Bentley 

published 20 March 24



Pips and Pixels
Having an iPhone 15 Pro Max before the launch of Call of Duty: Warzone Mobile reminds me of being a COD fan in the 2010s.
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Hades, the beloved indie game, is now available on iOS exclusively for Netflix subscribers



By

Connor Jewiss 

published 20 March 24




Beloved indie game title Hades is heading to iOS devices via Netflix, and subscribers can start playing the game now.
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The Peloton Tread might just be the ultimate treadmill for Apple Fitness Plus users



By

Karen S Freeman 

published 8 April 24




With this treadmill, you don't have to choose whether to work towards your Apple Fitness goals or your Peloton goals. You'll be doing both with every workout.
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Audioengine A1-MR review: Compact size, solid sound



By

Harry McKerrell 

published 5 April 24




A little lacking in low-end, the Audioengine A1-MR make for a compact companion to you Mac desktop setup.
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The Razer Leviathan V2 is a gaming soundbar that fits perfectly on your desk and gives quality sound for your Mac



By

Harry McKerrell 

published 5 April 24




The Razer Leviathan V2 is a solid soundbar with some great sound quality for use with your Mac.
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The Gioteck Smart TV+ controller is the budget wireless controller for Apple TV to beat



By

Tammy Rogers 

published 5 April 24




The Gioteck smart TV+ controller is extremely well-priced, but you might not want to use it for longer gaming sessions.
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Belkin’s BoostCharge Pro 2-in-1 wireless dock is the most elegant charger I’ve ever used



By

James Bentley 

published 4 April 24




The Belkin BoostCharge Pro is an elegant wireless charger that looks like a piece of furniture. Our review:
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MyZone MZ-Switch review



By

Michael Sawh 

published 4 April 24




The MyZone MZ-Switch is one of the more expensive external heart rate monitors, but its accuracy and extra features make it worth your time.
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Sunbird is bringing iMessage to Android all over again — and this time it pinky promises it's safe to use



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 8 April 24




Sunbird is trying to bring iMessage support to Android all over again and it promises that it's learned from last year's privacy and security farce.
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Another app subscription model switcheroo has users up in arms, and this time they probably have a reason to be annoyed



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 6 April 24




Voice Dream Reader is a popular text-to-speech app but its new owner is switching to a subscription model, but that isn't the only reason people are mad.
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This AI iPhone keyboard app corrects your writing as you type



By

Becca Caddy 

published 5 April 24



App of the day
Many of us already use Grammarly to improve our writing, but it also offers an AI keyboard for your iPhone.
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Elon Musk's X is giving some people a free blue checkmark, and they aren't all pleased about it



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 5 April 24




X has started giving free blue checkmarks away to people who meet a specific follower count. But not everyone who got one is happy about it.
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Training Today is an iPhone and Apple Watch app for fitness data nerds



By

Becca Caddy 

published 4 April 24



App of the day
This heart rate analyzing app tells you how hard you can push your workouts each day.
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Spotify will hike its prices again, report claims, as it attempts to pay for its expansion into podcasts and audiobooks



By

Oliver Haslam 

published 3 April 24




Spotify is reportedly ready to increase its prices in some key markets as it battles to pay for its venture into new audio categories.
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